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In June 22-26 18,000
organizers, activists, artists,
dreamers, immigrants, young
people, healers met in Detroit
Michigan for the 2nd ever
United States Social Forum…
under the banner ‘Another
World is Possible! Another U.S.
is Necessary’

Who?
Members and leaders of 8
community organizations from
Western North Carolina got
together to form a Delegation
to attend the United States
Social Forum. We took the
opportunity to get to know
each other better, and to learn
and grow.
WE WENT TO LEARN – SEE –
SHARE – GET INSPIRED – GET
DOWN –GROW-- CONNECT
WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA
REPRESENT!!
Nuestro Centro
Centro para Cambios
Participativos
C.O.L.A Coalición de
Organizaciones LatinoAmericanas
Green Cleaning Professionals
Rise and Shine Freedom
School
Centro Comunitario HispanoAmericano
Centro de Trabajadores del
Oeste de Carolina del Norte
Mountain Biz Works

What’s the Social Forum
The U.S. Social Forum process is a
process by and for regular folks fighting for
a better world! It comes out of a GLOBAL
PROCESS that began in 2000 as way for
local communities to come together from
across the World to and develop peoples
solutions to the problems our communities
face. The World Social Forum is a direct
response to the World Economic Forum is
a yearly gathering in Davos, Switzerland
where the government and business
leaders of the worlds most powerful (richest)
countries meet to make the Political and
Economic Policies that control the world.
From 20,000 people at the first to 250,000
at the most recent the World Social Forum

and USSF gives us an opportunity to build
a movement across our individual issues
and across experience – strong enough to
transform our world….

“Another world is
not only possible,
she is on her
way. On a quiet
day, I can hear
her breathing.”
arundhati roy

Nadia Paz

Why?

The USSF is a way to come
up with PEOPLES SOLUTIONS
to the WORLDS our
PROBLEMS FACE !
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Nadia Paz

ANOTHER WORLD IS POSSIBLE-ANOTHER
U.S. IS NECESSARY- ANOTHER DETROIT
IS HAPPENING!
1701 “Founding of Detroit” Detroit “settled” by
French Canadian ‘explorer -battled the Ottawa and
Ojibway people for control of land

1800s Detroit and Michigan was destination for
the Underground Railroad, close to the Canadian
Border

1896 Henry Ford Carriage Company started

1900s Immigrants from other parts of world
come to Detroit for work, until tight Immigration
restrictions issues.

1910s 500,000 black people migrate from South
to North for work and to escape racist terrorism in
South
1916 Ford introduces the assembly line, produces
535,000 cars
1931 – 1933 “Mexican Repatriation” US Federal
Government and the Mexican Consulate deport
unemployed immigrant families to “solve” the
Great Depression
1937 United Auto Workers wins first contract after
44 days of worker sit-downs at General Motors
Factories in Flint MI
1950s – present “White Flight” White people left
Detroit to move to the suburbs to be farther away
from working class people, black folks, immigrants
etc
Late 1970s – early 1980s Auto factories moved
out to the suburbs (away from people of color) and
then to the south (no unions)
Now: 30 years of neglect and abandonment
-Largest population of Arab-Americans in the
country
-36% of population is African American
-Most people earn less than $15,000 per year
-Unemployment among African American men is
60 – 70%
-Average cost of a house in Detroit is $69,000
-Over 200 community gardens have been created!

1910 – 1930 Detroit becomes the 4th largest city in
the country
1927 Ford manufactures 15 million cars
1932 Diego Rivera completes his masterpiece 2
part mural called “Detroit Industry”
1941 – 1945 World War II. Detroit called “Arsenal
of Democracy.” Manufacturing weapons and
goods for country and overseas
1967 “Great Rebellion” 5 day urban uprising after
a police raid.
1980s – 1990s GM, Ford, Chrysler move factories
overseas to Mexico

-34% increase in small business development,
most of which has been in the latino community
over past 3 yrs
-Detroits latino population doubled in the past 10
years
-29 schools closed in 2009
-50% of population can’t read or write
-800,000 people are living in Detroit, but the city
was built for 2 million
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Mario

Our road to Detroit
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Even with fevers, diapers and arguments ...
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Just in
time
And we were among more than 10 thousands
people in the Opening March

FUTURE LEADERS
Our delegations was the youngest
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Ada Volkmer
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Miriam and I were on a panel entitled “Grassroots Strategies for Immigrant Rights: The Rollback of Immigration
Enforcement and Fight for Humane Reforms”. After the
presentations, people asked us many questions. They
wanted to hear about the experiences of rural communities. Many times we devalue our own knowledge and
experience and defer to places like New York or Atlanta.
Organizing is not something that only happens in large
urban centers. I realized that learning from and making
connections with rural communities was important for
folks at the forum.

W

e are practicing how to take care
of each other at the Social Forum –
how to strengthen our daily work of
fighting for rights, and dignity and
justice AND struggling together to
build dignity and justice with each
other in our lives and relationships.
Because 18,000 regular people hustled, fundraised, took time off work
and took risks to come together: Immigrants, Young people, Indigenous
People, Working Class People, People

Foru

Kate Shapiro
of Color, Lesbian, Gay, Bi and Trans
People, and Families!! And of course it
is messy. The social forum is the opportunity to make what we need – and
for us all to participate in building the
space. Not standing on the sideline.
With the healing space, with safety,
with childcare, with transportation, interpretation, access, food, housing….
So the social forum to me is a space
to rest, rejuvenate and get inspired as
well as continue to work and struggle.
Let’s make the social forum the process
we need it to be.

“The U.S. Social Forum in Detroit expanded
my world view of “Black and Brown” alliances and provided national resources like
the Black Alliance for Just Immigration and
the Black Immigration Network. Since Detroit, parents from our local African and Latino community in Brevard, NC have already
met twice and are committed to monthly
dialogue, story sharing, and educating one
another in multi-lingual spaces. Our hope
is that this alliance will not only build and
bridge long lasting relationships across communities of color, but that it will ultimately
create racial equity for children of color in
our town and beyond. “
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Tami Forte Moss
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The experience of the USSF 2010
helped me learn that connecting
with people from other cultures and
languages is hard and complicated
work when done authentically, yet it
is something we need that makes us
stronger and helps us grow as people
and activists.
Andrea Arias

T

he Social Forum, from my perspective, was a space to meet and reflect, but, above all, it
revealed a true commitment. Thousands of people gathered in one place to make voices heard. It
was like feeling that you are not alone and that—in another place, near or far—there are people
who fight for what you fight for, people who share your ideals, and people who protest because
they value your rights although you do not know each one another.
A better world, seen through the eyes of the Forum, is not a vain utopia; ANOTHER WORLD IS
POSSIBLE when we take into account the space we live in and seek to create solutions that are
specific to distinct social and political demands, remembering the perspective of those who suffer
the consequences of those very demands.
Discovering the crucial role of the media in social justice work gave me new
perspective and visions. I feel that a new commitment was born in me: “to
make the invisible VISIBLE,” to share with the world the other face of the
American Dream, the face of those left behind, the face of those that “almost”
made it but remain trapped in the enormous vortex of social injustice.
Magaly Urdiales

A

n event that I saw in TV and dream to be in one but didn’t have the
opportunity to attend………..amazing, awesome, empower full and open
space to express your feelings.
Who was there? 100’s of organizations fighting for a good of our world
and communities.
Why did you go? To learn, I want to adventure with my kids and have the
opportunity to wrought as a person and co-worker.
What did you see? Thousands of people, Detroit, cultural exchange.
Adriana Chavela
What did it feel like? Lots of empowerment, and awesome.
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rossing the Color Line: Alliance Building
for Immigrant Rights and Racial Justice/
BAJI-Black Alliance for Just Immigration:
BAJI presented a multi-cultural panel of
activists who have built alliances across
the United States discussed issues of
unresolved racism between Blacks and
Whites and the Issues of globalization
that impact immigration and countless
human rights violations. BAJI educates and
organizes African Americans around four
focal points:
1)
All people, regardless of immigration
status, country of origin, race, color, creed,
gender, or sexual orientation deserve
human rights as well as social and economic
justice
2)
Historically and currently, U.S.
immigration policy has been infused with
racism, enforcing unequal and punitive
standards for immigrants of color.
3)
Immigration to the United States is
driven by an unjust international economic
system that deprives people of the ability to
earn a living and raise their families in their

Andrea
Golden

home countries. Through international trade,
lending, aid and investment policies, the United
States government and corporations are the
main promoters and beneficiaries of this unjust
economic system.
4)
African Americans, with our history of
being economically exploited, marginalized and
discriminated against, have much in common
with people of color who migrate to the United
States, documented and undocumented.

Tami Forte Moss
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moving forward
P

EOPLES MOVEMENT ASSEMBLY
PROCESS: Is a popular (of the people)
Process for large groups of people,
locally, regionally and nationally to
come together and make decisions and
take collective action about the issues
facing our communities!
In the process people come together to
share experiences – build a vision and
figure out ACTIONS for what we are
going to change it!
OVER 40 Peoples Movement Assemblies
happened around the COUNTRY
BEFORE THE SOCIAL FORUM
AND THEN 50 NATIONAL PEOPLES
MOVEMENT ASSEMBLIES HAPPENED
AT THE SOCIAL FORUM ….which were
consolidated into similar areas…And
people agreed to take action and
come up with resolutions around the
different Assemblies – About Indigenous
Sovergnity to “Take down US-Mexico
Border Wall of Death’ to ‘Freeing the
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Land’ to ‘Clean Air, Good Jobs and
Justice for All’.
THIS WAY we can use the space of the
social forum to really strengthen our
movements when we get home!
WE CAN USE IT WITH OUR
NEIGHBORHOOD – IN OUR TOWN –
WITH OUR ORGANIZATIONS….
READ ABOUT THE PMA’s and national
resolutions for action online at http://
pma2010.org
BASIC PROCES THAT THE PMA’s
FOLLOW:
*WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS IN OUR
LIVES? WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST ISSUES
IN OUR COMMUNITIES?
*WHAT IS OUR VISION?
*WHAT ARE THE CREATIVE STRATEGIC
OPPORTUNITIES (What can we do in
this moment in time, to take advantage
of - WHAT ARE THE RESOLUTIONS
(DECISIONS) ABOUT SPECIFIC ACTIONS
WE CAN TAKE??

www.pma2010.org/

La Lucha Sigue!
Despues de Detroit!
La Lucha Sigue! After Detroit!
•
In the six months after Detroit COLA has been
working with individuals and members throughout WNC
to begin to develop more long-term organizing strategies to fight the poli-migra (ICE) and Federal, State and
County law enforcement collaborations law enforcement collaborations like 287g and Secure Communities.

Look What We Got Going On!
•
The USSF helped COLA remember that the
Immigrant Rights movement in Western NC has done
incredible work over the last 10 years to help us build
power and relationships with people around the country
•
A lot of other places in the country are looking
to us to learn about rural Immigrant Rights work because we have systems to keep ourselves and each other
safe that a lot of other places and regions also need .
•
Some of the work community centers and groups
have developed include: hotlines, safety plans, know
your rights information, check-point observations.  All
this helps our region respond to the attacks on people’s
safety and dignity which come in the form of detention,
deportation, raids, arrest, and lack of access to basic
necessities like work, drivers liscenses, public assistance
etc. etc.

Moving Toward Strategic Action!
•
In September COLA held an Encuentro – where
we gathered as a region to share stories and strategies
and did a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis of our current work combating
ICE throughout Western NC.  We now have 3 working
groups a) Research b) Listening Campaign c) Organizing/
Strategy. Currently we are doing research, talking to
people, and gathering information so that we can determine HOW we are going to hold the poli-migra accountable here in Western NC in order create a region that is
truly safe and healthy.
•
We are ready to work toward building our power, our numbers and our collective strength to demand
that institutions change their practices that harm so
many of us.

Call to Action!
•
Interested in learning more? Want to join a working group ? Join us!! Call 828-713-5124 or email info@colawnc.org for more info and to get involved!
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North Carolina
Represent

*Center for Participatory
Change*
Supporting racial and economic
justice groups throughout
Western NC
www.cpcwnc.org
(828)232-2049
*Home Cleaning Professionals*
Immigrant women workerowned residential and commercial cleaning business
asheville.cleaning@gmail.com
(828)702-3216

*WNC Workers Center-Trabajadores Unidos*
Regional organization which
works to improve wages, benefits and working
conditions for workers in Western NC.
www.workersunitedwnc.org
*Rise and Shine CDF Freedom
Schools Program*
After school program, youth
empowerment and anti-racism
work
http://www.riseshine.org/
(828) 883-2295
JMpro Video Fotografia
Diseño Gráfico
www.jmpro.us
828 384 8977  /  828 384 0454

The fight for our rights
never ends

Lets get UNITED

828 384 8977

*Nuestro Centro*
Latino community center in
Buncombe County
(828) 273-6823

*Mountain BizWorks*
Providing training and loans to
small businesses and cooperatives in Western NC
http://www.mountainbizworks.
org/index.php
508 North Grove Street, Hendersonville, NC 28792
828-692.5826

Diseñado y Diagramado por

*Coalici’n de Organizaciones
Latino-Americanas (COLA)*
Coalition of Latino community
centers in Western NC
info@colawnc.org
(828) 713-5124

828 384 0454

Organizations

